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S EPTEMBER C ONTENTS
Jobs and Gender: How Are They
Changing and What Does That MEan
For CTE
Workplace Readiness Skills Still A Priority for Employers
Community College Certificate Programs — Are They Worthwhile

G ET H ELP F INDING D ATA
New occupational employment projections for Virginia will be available soon.
In the meantime, to learn more about
how occupations are changing nationwide, check out the Career Cluster
page on the Trailblazers blog at
http://ctetrailblazers.blogspot.com
Trailblazers can also provide more
specific help using data for program
and course planning, grant applications, and other purposes. Call us at
434-982-5582.
Trailblazers blog
There is more to say about Trailblazersʼ topics than will fit in our newsletter,
so weʼre writing a blog now.
http://ctetrailblazers.blogspot.com/
Completer Follow-Up
Results for the CTE Completer FollowUp Survey will be available soon. Keep
an eye out for a notification email.
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Jobs And Gender: How Are ey Changing
and What Does at Mean for CTE
e second half of the 20th Century saw an upheaval in gender
roles. Women poured into the labor market, especially into jobs
in the managerial, professional, and sales sectors. Step into a professional meeting today in a bank, or a law ﬁrm, or an advertising
agency, and it's instantly obvious that you're not in the 1950s or
1960s.
But the gender mix has not
changed in all jobs equally.
Visit a construction site or a
health care facility and apart
from the clothes, you might
not be so sure that you're in
the 21st Century. ese occupations are not much less
gender segregated now than
they were sixty years ago.
In 1950:

•Half a percent of carpenters were female. By 2010 women's
employment had reached just one and a half percent.

•Ninety-four percent of "stenographers, typists, and secretaries"
were women. By 2010 this had grown to ninety-six percent.

•Ninety-eight percent of nurses were women. Aer a lot of effort at recruiting and retaining men, this dropped to 90 percent
by 2010.
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Continuing gender separation in ﬁelds like these is not the result
of a lack of eﬀort to change things, particularly by those working
in Career and Technical Education. One of our main obligations
under Perkins legislation is to track the gender of students who
enroll in and complete our courses. We are also required to conhttp://ctetrailblazers.blogspot.com!
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tinually improve the gender balance in "nontraditional"courses, those that prepare students for occupations
where more than 75 percent of workers are of one gender.
Despite our eﬀorts, however, many CTE courses remain stubbornly male or female. Trades courses like
Automotive Technology or Welding are predominantly
male across the state. So are IT courses like Computer
Networking and Robotics (though the introductory
courses like Computer Information Systems have no
trouble attracting females). Most of our Health Science
courses remain predominantly female, as do many that
prepare students for oﬃce careers.Unsurprisingly, the
CTE courses that commonly fail to meet the Perkins
target are those preparing students for occupations that
continue to be dominated by one gender.

Changing Gender Separation, 1950-2000
e method of classifying occupations and counting
employment has changed several times since the 1950s, so it is diﬃcult, or at least tediously time-consuming, to make a precise comparison between occupations across
the decades.Nonetheless, the table below gives a rough idea of the gender diﬀerences in employment
across the late 20th century. We see that the managerial, professional, and sales occupational groups become more evenly balanced between 1950 and 2000 as many women entering the labor force moved
into these occupations. Women entering the labor force generally did not move into traditionally maledominated blue collar occupational groups. Men did not shi into the traditionally female-dominated
clerical, oﬃce and administrative support occupational groups. Nor did they move into traditionally
female-dominated health care and education occupations included in the professional occupational
group shown here.
1950
Managers, oﬃcials and proprietors (including farmers)
Professional, technical, and kindred
Service workers
Private household workers

Trailblazers@virginia.edu!

Percent Female in Major Occupational Groups
1980
2000
Executive, administrative, and
9%
31% Management
managerial
Business and ﬁnancial
Professional specialty and techni39%
48% Professional
cians
45% Service
59% Service
95%
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54%
56%
57%
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Sales workers

34% Sales occupations

Clerical and kindred workers

62% Administrative and support

Farm laborers and foremen

19% Farming, forestry and ﬁshing
Precision production, cra and
Crasmen, foremen, and kindred 3%
repair

49% Sales and related
Oﬃce and administrative sup77%
port
15% Farming, ﬁshing, and forestry

50%

8% Construction and extraction

3%

Installation, maintenance, and
repair
Operatives and kindred workers
Laborers except farm and mine

Operators, fabricators and labor27% Production
ers
Transportation and material
4%
moving
Source: 1950, 1980, 2000 Decennial Census

27%

75%
21%

5%
32%
16

Gender Distribution, 2010-2020
Although big changes in the gender distribution of the workforce took place in the mid 20th century,
the pace of change has been much slower since then.e charts below show the number of men and
women employed in 2000 and 2010 in each of the eleven major occupational groups covered by the
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Census. e Professional group, by far the
Percent Female in Professional and Service Subgroups
largest in both decades, employs a slight ma2000
2010
jority of women (in green). Farming, Fishing, PROFESSIONAL OCCUPATIONS
56%
58%
& Forestry is by far the smallest group and is Architecture and engineering
13%
15%
heavily male-dominated.
Computer and mathematical
30%
27%
e charts illustrate that gender distribution
in 2010 is much like that in 2000. Despite the
economic upheaval and job loss over the past
decade, the blue collar sector remains majority
male and the Administrative Support group
remains primarily female, while the Management, Professional, and Sales groups remain
more evenly split.

Life, physical, and social science

41%

45%

Arts, entertainment, and related

48%

47%

Legal

47%

53%

Community and social services

60%

62%

Education, training, and library

75%

74%

Healthcare practitioners/techs

74%

75%

SERVICE OCCUPATIONS

57%

57%

Protective service

20%

23%

e Census provides more detailed breakouts Building and grounds
40%
40%
of occupational groups in the large Profes- Food preparation and serving
57%
56%
sional and Service sectors, as shown in the ta- Personal care and service
79%
78%
ble to the right. Although the Professional sec- Healthcare support
88%
88%
tor as a whole is relatively balanced, this is not Source: 2000 Census and 2010 American Community Survey
true of subgroups within it. e Architecture
& Engineering, Computer & Mathematics, and Protective Service subgroups are majority male while
the Education, Healthcare, and Personal Service subgroups are majority female.
In other words, despite the inﬂux of women into the workforce since 1950, and signiﬁcant eﬀorts to
eliminate gender segregation, many of the stereotypes that we have about gender and occupations hold
roughly true. Occupational groups that have a large personal service component tend to be majority
female, while technical and manual occupations tend to be dominated by men, patterns that have held
steady for many years.

Shifting Gender Balance, 2000-2010
By focusing in a little more closely on the numbers, we can see just where changes in the gender balance
of occupational groups have taken place over the last decade.Most groups changed fairly little, and the
shis may not portend anything about the future direction of change. e Construction and Education
groups, for example, became a fraction of a percent more male over the decade, probably just by random
chance.
e charts below show how the traditionally majority male and traditionally majority female occupational groups have changed in the last decade. Each contains some groups that are "trending male" (seeing an increase in the percentage of male workers) and some that are trending female (seeing an increase
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in the percentage of female workers). Half of the majority-male occupation groups saw an increase in
the percentage of female workers between 2000 and 2010, while the others became still more maledominated. e same is true for groups that were majority female in 2000; some became more balanced, while others saw an increase in female employment.
Among the 14 majority male groups, three saw notable shis.

• Life, Physical, and Social Science became increasingly female, shiing from 41 percent female in
2000 to 45 percent female in 2010.

• e Legal group is almost perfectly balanced, but tipped fractionally toward female dominance,
shiing from 47 to 51 percent female.

• e Production and Computer & Mathematics occupational groups became even more male dominated than before. Production shied from 68 to 71 percent male and, despite a decade of eﬀorts to
train women in computer science, that ﬁeld shied from 71 to 73 percent male.
Among the eight majority female occupation groups:

Trailblazers@virginia.edu!
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• Community & Social Services became even more female, shiing from 58 percent female in 2000
to 63 percent female in 2010.

• Several groups shied to become more male, but none by as much as 2 percent.
What Does This Mean for Career and Technical Education?
Data on the gender balance in occupational groups shows that:

• Technical and blue collar groups have remained majority male since the 1950s.
• Oﬃce occupations and those with a large element of personal service, such as health care and education, have remained majority female.

• Professional, managerial, and sales occupations that are not strongly characterized by personal service have become more gender balanced since the mid 20th century.
For career and technical educators, this means the diﬃculties we oen have in recruiting and graduating nontraditional students are part of a much wider social pattern. Gender equity programs in colleges
and workplaces have also failed to deliver change. Other research has shown,for example,that even
when women complete degrees in nontraditional STEM ﬁelds, they are less likely than their male peers
to go into STEM jobs. ey are likely to end up with jobs in majority female education and health care
sectors instead.
Perhaps, therefore, it is time to do away with gender equity requirements in the Perkins Act. It is possible that this will happen. Gender is not mentioned inInesting in America’s Future:A Blueprint for
TransformingCareer and Technical Education,the most recent document on Perkins reauthorization
from theU.S. Department of Education Oﬃce of Vocational and Adult Education.
It has been suggested that remaining gender imbalances in occupations today are rarely the result of discrimination, but are instead the result of individual preference. Given increasing opportunities to work
in the mid-century, women ﬂooded into the expanding professional and service sectors. But they stayed
away, and continue to stay away, from blue collar and technical work, perhaps because of the work itself,
or perhaps because the hours and inﬂexible schedules demanded in these ﬁelds were incompatible with
their other interests and needs.
If it is true that gender imbalance at work is the result of preference not discrimination, then perhaps
the Perkins requirements are simply an ineﬀective sort of social engineering that ultimately takes time
away from the more important job of imparting skills and improving opportunities. Perhaps we should
direct our scarce resources elsewhere.
But perhaps not.
While I think it is misguided to punish schools for failing to meet the 25 percent nontraditional target
in ﬁelds that have failed to even approach this in the actual workplace, I also believe ﬁrmly in the im-
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portance of expending eﬀort to insure that every CTE course is welcoming to both genders. Every student deserves the opportunity to explore every career, make an informed decision about the pathway
they choose, and choose a nontraditional option if that meets their needs and interests.
I hope that with or without the incentive provided by Perkins requirements, teachers and schools will
still ﬁnd the time to make sure that courses really are inviting to both genders. I hope they will feel that
it's worth it to ﬁgure out how to help two or three guys arrange their schedules so they can take a nursing class, or to provide extra instruction to girls who want to excel in classes where they might not have
as much experience, such as in automotive technology. Keeping nontraditional pathways open will always take extra eﬀort and commitment. Without this eﬀort, the minority can so easily be excluded
from opportunity.

Workplace Readiness Skills Still A Priority for Employers
According to a recent report, poor attendance and poor work ethic are the most common reasons for
ﬁring employees. Helping students develop a strong work ethic is essential for their success in the workplace and this is why "Positive Work Ethic" is at the top of Virginia's Workplace Readiness Skill list.
1. POSITIVE WORK ETHIC: Comes to work every day on time, is willing to take direction, and is willing to accomplish the task at hand.
A positive work ethic, however, is only one of the 21 skills on Virginia's list; each skill is critical in helping students build a place for themselves in today's highly competitive work environment. Past research
has shown that in the eyes of employers, these readiness skills are as valuable as technical skills. Employers have little tolerance for workers who cannot navigate the workplace, get along with others, or complete work on time,even if they have wonderful technical skills in mathematics, computer science,
automotive technology or welding.
Workplace Readiness Skills aren't going out of fashion. On the contrary, current research continues to
show how important these skills are. A study on how employers value "professionalism"was recently released by e Center for Professional Excellence at York College of Pennsylvania. is group studies
"professionalism" using a national survey of managers and human resource professionals from a wide
selection of industries.Every year they ask employers what "professionalism" means to them and how
well new hires are meeting their expectations.
e predominant qualities associated with professionalism are all included in Virginia's list of Workplace Readiness Skills. ey include:

• Interpersonal skills (including etiquette, courtesy, showing others respect, and using behavior that is appropriate for the situation)

• Appropriate appearance,
• Communication skills,
Trailblazers@virginia.edu!
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• Time management,
• Conﬁdence,
• Being ethical,
• Having a good work ethic, and
• Being knowledgeable.
e qualities named most oen as unprofessional are:

• Inappropriate appearance,
• Lack of dedication,
• Poor work ethic,
• Sense of entitlement,
• Disrespect,
• Poor communication skills,
• Being unfocused, and
• A poor attitude.
What do employers think?
Many managers seem relatively satisﬁed with the level of professionalism among their employees. On
the other hand, HR professionals have a much lower opinion of new hires. eir attitudes might be inﬂuenced by the fact that they see all the applicants for a position, not just those who make the short list
or are eventually hired, and they rarely see the successful employees once they start work.
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Notable Problems
e report looks in detail at two areas in which both
management and HR found problems: Appearance and
IT Etiquette.
About three-fourths of the employers interviewed said
that their companies have a dress code in order to make
a good impression on clients and customers. e majority said that inappropriate appearance reduces applicants' chances of being hired and employees' chance of
being promoted. Interestingly, style of dress was more
important than other features like piercings and tattoos.
Only half of today's managers thought tattoos were a
problem, and this might well decline as the more heavily
tattooed younger generation ages into management.
Both managers and HR respondents reported that wasting time with phones and the internet is a major
problem among new hires and existing employees.IT abuse was reported as the third most common
reason for ﬁring employees.ey also report that the problem is growing, perhaps because the increasing
popularity of smartphones has allowed employees who do not regularly use a computer for work to
have access to social media and the internet.e improper use of phones and computers was not only a
problem at work. More than 10% of HR respondents mentioned applicants leaving cell phones on or
using them during interviews.

Deadly Mistakes
HR professionals were asked to list the worst mistakes applicants can make in an interview. e top
three mistakes selected were:

• Being inappropriately dressed,
• Being late, and
• Being unprepared.
Managers were asked to identify the three worst problems
they see in new employees once they start work. e most
commonly mentioned problems were:

• Lack of urgency / time management
• Sense of entitlement
• Poor work ethic
Trailblazers@virginia.edu!
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• Poor attendance
Finally both groups were asked to list the behaviors or shortcomings most likely to result in ﬁring. Poor
attendance, poor work ethic, and poor time management were the biggest issues for both managers and
HR professionals.
Managers

HR Professionals

• Poor attendance
• Poor work ethic
• Poor time management
• Unethical behavior

• Poor attendance
• Poor work ethic
• IT abuses
• Poor time management

Studies like this one show that workplace readiness skills are as important as ever. It's particularly valuable to learn how much employers care about dress sense and IT etiquette. Every CTE teacher can emphasize these in the classroom, and ideally every teacher should have support from the administration
and wider school community as they do this. While technical skills take years of study, every student
should be able to learn basic workplace readiness skills like these while still in high school. Even if
graduates don't have the maturity to practice them right away, they'll beneﬁt from knowing what employers expect.

Community College Certiﬁcate Programs:
Are ey Worth It?
It's only August. School hasn't even started yet. Isn't it too early to start thinking about what CTE students should do aer graduation?Probably not. It takes a long time to ﬁnd a job or get prepared for college, and it's worth helping students start thinking about this at the beginning of the school year.
Each year nearly 60 thousand of Virginia's high school graduates head oﬀ to college. Most enter bachelor's programs at four year colleges or associate's degree programs at community college. Another, less
well known but also less expensive, option may be a better path for some of these students—a certiﬁcate
program at a community college or technical college. ese programs usual take a year or less of full
time study and are attended by students of all ages. e majority are not recent high school graduates,
and in fact many of those in certiﬁcate programs already have some college education or even a degree
before they enroll. Nonetheless, these programs welcome young adults and they may be a perfect ﬁt for
CTE students who still have fresh in mind the technical education they received in high school.
A recent report Certiﬁcates: Gateway to Gainful Employment and College Degrees from the Georgetown
University Center on Education and the Workforce analyzes national data on graduates' earnings to
evaluate the value of certiﬁcate programs. e authors argue that by giving students job speciﬁc skills
Trailblazers@virginia.edu!
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that are well rewarded in the work place, certiﬁcate programs help workers to earn more than we would predict
based on their academic skills alone. On average those who
complete certiﬁcate programs have slightly higher earnings
than those with some college education but no degree, even
though their prose literacy scores are signiﬁcantly lower.

Earnings
Not all certiﬁcates turn out to be equally valuable. Some
programs, mainly those in traditionally male ﬁelds like Electronics or Auto Mechanics, bring a signiﬁcant return on investment. Others, in ﬁelds like cosmetology, do not lead to
signiﬁcant wage gains; students are better oﬀ studying these
subjects while they are still in high school.
e table below shows average earnings for certiﬁcate completers who were employed in the ﬁeld that they studied.
e majority of subject areas resulted in earnings higher,
even signiﬁcantly higher, than the median income for all
high school graduates ($29,000 in 2008 when data used in

What Are Certificate Programs ?
Certiﬁcate programs are not the same as
industry-based certiﬁcations such as a Microso Oﬃce Certiﬁcation or a Cisco Network
Certiﬁcation, though many programs prepare
students for certiﬁcation. e key diﬀerence is
that industry certiﬁcations are typically earned
by passing a test, while certiﬁcates can only be
earned by completing a number of courses.
Certiﬁcates resemble degrees: a wide variety of
types and programs exist. Like degrees, certiﬁcates are typically classiﬁed according to the
length of the program, shorter certiﬁcate programs last less than a year, while longer programs take up to four years to complete.
Virginia's Community Colleges oﬀer dozens
of certiﬁcate programs. Certiﬁcate ﬁelds range
from Accounting to Welding and many areas
in between such as Banking, Medical Assisting, and Truck Driving. Many private forproﬁt colleges also oﬀer a selection of certiﬁcate programs.

Field of Study

In-ﬁeld earnings In-ﬁeld earnings premium
All
$40,420
37%
Computer and Information Services
$70,400
115%
Aviation
$65,642
73%
Police/Protective Services
$55,499
68%
Business/Oﬃce Management
$40,000
66%
Electronics
$61,668
60%
Draing
$59,592
56%
Transportation and Materials Moving
$44,336
38%
Healthcare
$30,577
35%
Auto Mechanics
$45,586
30%
Construction Trades
$50,989
25%
Refrigeration, Heating, or Air Conditioning
$56,850
18%
Cosmetology
$25,217
9%
Agriculture/Forestry/Horticulture
$47,800
8%
Metalworking
$45,040
2%
Food Service
$17,600
-41%
Source:Certiﬁcates(p 23). Based on 2008 data
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this study were collected). For example:

• Men with certiﬁcates in electronics earn more than 65 percent of male Associate’s degrees holders
and 48 percent of male Bachelor’s degree holders.

• Men with certiﬁcates in computer and information services earn more than 65 percent of men with
Associate’s degrees and 44 percent of men with Bachelor’s degrees. (p. 20)
But certiﬁcate completers working in cosmetology and food service earned less than the average high
school graduate and those working in health care earned barely any more.

Certificate Programs Benefit Those Who Stay in the Field
Only 44 percent of certiﬁcate completers end up working in a job related to the job they studied. is is
critical because working in a job closely related to your program is the key to signiﬁcant earnings. For
example, Computer and Information Sciences completers who work in the ﬁeld earn 115% more than
those who complete the program but end up working in a diﬀerent kind of job. On average:

• Certiﬁcate completers who work in-ﬁeld earn 37 percent more than workers with just a high school
diploma.

• Certiﬁcate completers who work out-of-ﬁeld earn 1 percent more than workers with just a high
school diploma.
In one program area however, Food Service, certiﬁcate completers actually earn more if they work
somewhere else. Wages in food service are low and many people work part time, so that even with a certiﬁcate, it's more proﬁtable for most graduates to work in another job. While it may be worthwhile to
study Culinary Arts in high school where the program is free, it is unlikely to repay the investment you
make to study this in college.

Women Certificate Completers Earn Less Than Men
Unfortunately, women tend to beneﬁt much less than men from their certiﬁcate programs. is is partially because they are more likely to enroll in programs leading to low-wage ﬁelds like cosmetology and
basic health care.But this is only part of the problem. Women earn less than men regardless of their ﬁeld
of study.Women with a certiﬁcate in Business/Oﬃce Management or Computer and Information Services, have earnings above the median for all certiﬁcate-holding women, but still less than men in those
ﬁelds.
"Women with certiﬁcates make substantially less than men, even when men and women work in the
same ﬁelds. In the most striking example, men with certiﬁcates in cosmetology, one of the lowest paying
ﬁelds for men, earn more than women with certiﬁcates in business and oﬃce management, the highestpaying ﬁeld for women." (p.25)
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is report does not separate out part-time and full-time workers in the analysis of incomes, but it implies that working part time may be one factor holding down women's incomes. And the authors further suggest that a number of women may be pursuing certiﬁcates in low income ﬁelds precisely because
they oﬀer opportunities for part-time work.
Certiﬁcates oen lead to non-monetary payoﬀs, such as job eedom, career relevance, and less work
stress. A cosmetology certiﬁcate, for example, proides personal service skills that may allow women to
work in the home or allow for a more ﬂexible appointment-based schedule. Certiﬁcates may give
women more job continuity and ﬂexibility even though the net pay is not much diﬀerent than the median earnings of women with just a high school diploma. (p.26)

Source: Certiﬁcates (p 21). Based on 2008 data

So what should you tell your students.
1. Postsecondary education is valuable. You can boost your lifetime earnings signiﬁcantly with
the right certiﬁcate or degree.Most community college certiﬁcate programs cost between
$1,500 and $3,000, take less than 1 year to complete, and can pay for themselves in a year or
two. Certiﬁcate programs at technical colleges are usually signiﬁcantly more expensive. In addi-
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tion, some credits earned for the certiﬁcate can be applied towards an associate's or bachelor's
degree. Certiﬁcates need not be dead-end qualiﬁcations.
2. Explore careers carefully and make sure you study for a job that you really want and one that is
available. If you work outside your ﬁeld, you'll probably only earn the wages of workers without
a certiﬁcate.
3. Get started in high school. High school CTE courses allow you to explore careers, so you don't
end up studying for a job you don't want. And many CTE courses are dual enrolled with community college courses and can help you cut time oﬀ Certiﬁcate as well as Associate degree program.
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